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ABSTRACT
◥

Background: Many colorectal cancer–related procedures were
suspended during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this study, we
predict the impact of resulting delays in screening (colonoscopy,
FIT, and sigmoidoscopy) and diagnosis on colorectal cancer–
related outcomes, and compare different recovery scenarios.

Methods: Using the MISCAN-Colon model, we simulated the
US population and evaluated different impact and recovery sce-
narios. Scenarios were defined by the duration and severity of the
disruption (percentage of eligible adults affected), the length of
delays, and the duration of the recovery. During recovery (6, 12 or
24 months), capacity was increased to catch up missed procedures.
Primary outcomes were excess colorectal cancer cases and –related
deaths, and additional colonoscopies required during recovery.

Results:With a 24-month recovery, the model predicted that the
US population would develop 7,210 (0.18%) excess colorectal

cancer cases during 2020–2040, and 6,950 (0.65%) excess colorectal
cancer–related deaths, and require 108,500 (8.6%) additional colo-
noscopies per recovery month, compared with a no-disruption
scenario. Shorter recovery periods of 6 and 12months, respectively,
decreased excess colorectal cancer–related deaths to 4,190 (0.39%)
and 4,580 (0.43%), at the expense of 260,200–590,100 (20.7%–47.0%)
additional colonoscopies per month.

Conclusions: The COVID-19 pandemic will likely cause more
than 4,000 excess colorectal cancer–related deaths in the US,
which could increase to more than 7,000 if recovery periods are
longer.

Impact:Our results highlight that catching-up colorectal cancer–
related services within 12 months provides a good balance between
required resources andmitigation of the impact of the disruption on
colorectal cancer–related deaths.

Introduction
During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, stay-at-home

orders were announced worldwide to reduce the risk of transmission.
Many healthcare providers delayed or cancelled non-urgent and
elective procedures to preserve capacity for COVID-19 patients (1).
In March 2020, the American Cancer Society recommended that
routine (non-diagnostic) cancer screenings should be halted. During
the months of March and April 2020, the percentage of people
screened for colorectal cancer decreased by 75% to 90% of rates during
the same period in previous 3 years (2). Although stay-at-home orders
were lifted in June 2020, the number of cancer-related services was still
behind numbers of previous years. Fear of contracting the coronavirus
in health care settings has dissuaded people from cancer screening and
subsequent diagnosis and treatment (3).

Furthermore, new colorectal cancer diagnoses decreased by 30% by
mid-April 2020, and the number of colorectal cancer surgeries fell by
37%comparedwith the previous year (4). Postponing cancer screening
and other delays in cancer care may negatively affect cancer-related
outcomes, as rates of later-stage initial encounters increase (5, 6).
Modeling studies have predicted that delayed access to colorectal
cancer–related services due to the pandemic will likely result in excess
colorectal cancer–related deaths over the next years (7, 8). It is
therefore important to explore catch-up approaches that canminimize
excess colorectal cancer–related deaths.

As the daily number of COVID-19 cases decrease and individuals
are getting vaccinated, there is opportunity to catch up on missed
screens and maintain regular colorectal cancer–related services. How-
ever, to clear this backlog additional capacity is required for a certain
amount of time. It is unclear how the resource requirements needed to
efficiently clear this backlog balance out against health benefits.

The aim of this work is to estimate the impact of the disruptions in
colorectal cancer–related services on colorectal cancer–related out-
comes during the next 20 years. This work extends previous analy-
ses (9) with updated scenarios for the severity of disruption, based on
published data.We also investigate capacity increases required to clear
the backlog during recovery periods of different lengths.

Materials and Methods
MISCAN-colon

To assess how delays in colorectal cancer screening and diagnosis
affect colorectal cancer incidence and mortality, we used the Micro-
simulation Screening Analysis-Colon (MISCAN-Colon) model. This
model was developed by the Department of Public Health within
Erasmus Medical Center (Rotterdam, the Netherlands) and is part of
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the US National Cancer Institute’s Cancer Intervention and Surveil-
lance Modeling Network (CISNET).

In short, the MISCAN-Colon model simulates the life histories of a
large population similar to the US population in terms of life expec-
tancy and colorectal cancer risk. Each simulated person ages and can
develop one or more adenomas, which can progress in size and can
develop into preclinical cancer (stages I to IV). In each stage, colorectal
cancer may be clinically detected because of symptoms. Screening can
alter the life histories, as colorectal cancer can be prevented by
detecting and removing adenomas or colorectal cancer can be detected
at an earlier stage. However, screening can also result in complications,
over-diagnosis and over-treatment. A detailed description of the
model structure and underlying assumptions can be found in other
publications (10, 11).

Study population and background screening
Birth cohorts from 1900 to 2000 were simulated reflecting the age

distribution of the 2020 US population, with mortality based on
generational lifetables from the Berkeley mortality database (12).
Simulated screening consisted of fecal immunochemical testing (FIT),
sigmoidoscopy, or primary colonoscopy. Simulated background colo-
rectal cancer screening and surveillance were based on age and test-
specific trends in National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) data for
1987–2015 (Supplementary Fig. S1; ref. 13). When extrapolating these
data, it was estimated that by early 2020, 69.6% of US adults who were
50 years old or older had ever been screened with any test, 5.5% had
undergone FIT within the last year, 48.1% had undergone endoscopy
within the last 5 years, 55.1% had undergone endoscopy in the past
10 years. Of the endoscopies, 96.2% were colonoscopies

Colonoscopy surveillance was assumed for patients with detected
adenomas, in accordance with U.S. guidelines (14). In addition to
preventive tests and examinations, we simulated diagnostic colonoscopy
examination, including follow-up after a positive FIT or sigmoidoscopy
result, or after development of colorectal cancer symptoms.

Modeled impact and recovery scenarios
The impact of COVID was defined in terms of the duration of the

disruption period, the severity of disruption in colorectal cancer–
related services, the distribution of the time delays in services, and the
duration of the recovery period. The disruption period was defined as
the period during which colorectal cancer screening and diagnostic
procedures were severely limited compared with previous years. This
was modeled by cancelling and delaying part of preventive and
diagnostic procedures. Delays in screening could result in excess
colorectal cancer cases, as the opportunity to remove precursor lesions
may bemissed. Because of the delays in screening and diagnosis, it may
also take longer before cancers are being (screen) detected, which may
subsequently result in progression of the cancer to a later stage. The
increase in overall and advanced-stage colorectal cancer can both
increase the number of colorectal cancer–related deaths. We distin-
guish disruption in preventive (primary screening, surveillance) and
diagnostic procedures (colonoscopy follow-up for positive stool test or
symptoms).

The recovery period is defined as the period immediately following
the disruption. During this recovery period, we assumed that colo-
noscopy capacity was temporarily increased to catch up missed
preventive and diagnostic procedures. After the recovery period, we
assumed screening and diagnostic testing proceeded as usual.

In the base-case analysis, we evaluated several recovery scenarios.
Assumptions on length and severity of disruption were varied in
additional scenario analyses to reflect uncertainties.

Base-case scenarios
In the base-case analysis, we considered a 12-month disruption

period, starting in March 2020. The severity of disruption, or the
percentage of decrease in preventive and diagnostic procedures, by
month was based on a review of published literature. We searched
Embase and Ovid Medline (December 21, 2020), and identified 2,553
relevant articles. Only articles quantifying the impact of COVID-19 on
colorectal cancer screening or diagnosis rates in the US were included.
Our initial search identified 12 articles for colorectal cancer screening/
surveillance, and 6 for colorectal cancer diagnosis. Available infor-
mationwas limited to thefirst COVID-19wave (February to July 2020)
compared with previous years. We therefore updated our literature
search on October 13, 2021 and identified 5 new articles for screening
rates and 1 for diagnostic rates, which provided additional data for the
second half of 2020. An overview is provided in Fig. 1; Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2.

This literature was used to determine the severity of disruption for
preventive and diagnostic procedures separately for the period March
2020 to December 2020 in our simulations. For preventive services, we
took the average of the decrease in screening rates across studies for each
month (Fig. 2). For months for which no data were available, we
assumed a fixed severity of disruption equal to the average of the last
threemonthswith available data (15%).During disruption, we assumed
that the same mix of screening tests was used as in earlier years.

The severity of disruption per month for diagnostic procedures was
determined by taking the average of the decrease in colorectal cancer
diagnoses across studies. However, for diagnostic services, data were
only available through September 2020. The average ratio between
preventive and diagnostic procedures from March 2020 to September
2020 was used to set the severity of disruption for diagnostic proce-
dures for the remaining months of the disruption period. The sim-
ulated number of diagnosed colorectal cancer cases in 2020 was
validated afterwards in our analysis.

For the extent of the delay, we considered a delay of 3 months for
preventive procedures and 1 month for diagnostic procedures. For
each scheduled preventive or diagnostic procedure, a random prob-
abilitywas drawn to determinewhether it is delayed or not based on the
severity of disruption at the time of the procedure. Procedures could
therefore be delayed multiple times. For the last 3 months of the
disruption period, the delays for preventive procedures were drawn
from a distribution to distribute peaks in backlog more evenly (Wei-
bull, with heterogeneity in means).

Following the disruption, we simulated recovery periods of length 6,
12, and 24 months starting in March 2021. For each of these three
scenarios, we estimated the required number of additional preventive
and diagnostic procedures comparedwith a situationwithout delays to
clear the backlog of procedures within that period. First, we estimated
the backlog by counting the number of individuals with delayed
preventive or diagnostic procedures at the end of the disruption
period. The required number of additional colonoscopies was then
calculated such that with a similar assumed capacity over the entire
recovery period, the backlog decreased linearly from peak at the
beginning of the period to zero at the end of the recovery period.
Despite the additional assumed capacity for procedures, some indi-
viduals could still be delayed during the recovery period if the number
due for screening exceeded the capacity.

Outcomes
The impact of delays was assessed by comparing predicted resource

use and colorectal cancer–related outcomes across scenarios. All
outcomes were calculated in individuals ages 40 to 85.

Impact of Delays in Screening due to COVID-19 on CRC Outcome
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We estimated model-predicted colorectal cancer incidence and
mortality rates, and absolute number of colorectal cancer cases and
deaths by year over the period of 2020–2040. In the post-processing,
mortality and incidence rates were age-standardized using the US
2000 population, and then scaled up/down such that the predicted
rates in 2018 matched observed age-standardized rates in Surveil-
lance Epidemiology and End Results Program (SEER) data for 2018.
To obtain estimates of the absolute number of cases and deaths,
model-predicted incidence and mortality rates were first smoothed
using a logistic regression model (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Smoothed rates were then multiplied with US population projec-
tions from 2020 to 2040 to obtain estimates of absolute number of
cases and deaths. The cumulative excess colorectal cancer cases and
colorectal cancer–related deaths compared with the no disruption
strategy were reported.

We further tallied the number of individuals participating in
screening, and the total colonoscopy demand over the impact and
recovery period (2020–2023). Next, the required additional number of
preventive and diagnostic procedures during recoverywas determined.

For screening participation and preventive procedures, we focused on
clinical resources (primary colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, and surveil-
lance colonoscopy).

Finally, we considered the additional number of colonoscopies
needed (ACN) per month of recovery to prevent one excess
colorectal cancer–related death, to represent the trade-off between
colonoscopy demand and excess colorectal cancer–related deaths.
Specifically, we compared additional colonoscopies required and
deaths prevented for 6 and 12-month recovery periods, versus a
longer recovery of 24 months.

Additional scenarios
In scenario analyses, we evaluated additional scenarioswith a shorter/

longer disruption period (6/18 months), or a lower/higher severity of
disruption in preventive and diagnostic procedures (Supplementary
Fig. S3). Furthermore, we evaluated a scenario in which 10% of patients
whose procedures were delayed would never return to screening. All
three recovery scenarios were re-evaluated for these additional disrup-
tion scenarios.

Figure 1.

Published estimates of the decrease in colorectal cancer screening (A) and diagnosis (B) as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic identified by our literature
search (2, 4, 26–36). The modeled severity of disruption was determined by taking the average across all studies (solid line). From September 2020, the average
decrease of the last threemonthswith available datawas used as severity of disruption for preventive services. The average ratio between preventive and diagnostic
procedures from March 2020 to September 2020 was used to set the severity of disruption for diagnostic procedures for the remaining months of the disruption
period. EHRN, Epic Health Research Network.
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Sensitivity analysis
In sensitivity analysis, we re-evaluated the base-case scenarios with

5% higher or 5% lower background screening and surveillance rates, to
assess uncertainty in the extended screening trends. Furthermore, we
re-evaluated scenarios assuming no increases in background colorectal
cancer incidence over time, in contrast with the base-case analysis,
which assumed increased background incidence based on estimated
age-adjusted trends for persons ages 20–44 in 2012–2016 versus 1975–
1979 SEER data (15).

Data availability
The data generated in this study are available within the article and

its Supplementary Data Files.

Results
Excess colorectal cancer incidence and mortality

Without disruption in colorectal cancer–related services due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, themodel predicted that there would have been
a total of 3.9 million colorectal cancer cases and 1.1 million colorectal
cancer–related deaths in the US during 2020 to 2040.

For all three recovery scenarios fewer cancers would be diagnosed in
2020 due to the disruption in preventive and diagnostic colorectal

cancer–related services (Fig. 2; Supplementary Fig. S4). The predicted
number of diagnosed colorectal cancer cases in 2020 decreased by
31,500 (19%) compared with no disruption, which is consistent with
our average assumed severity of disruption for diagnostic services in
2020. The number of diagnosed colorectal cancer cases increased
immediately after the end of the disruption when recovery started.
In the case of a 6-month recovery period, the model predicted 3,810
excess colorectal cancer cases in 2020–2040, or a small relative increase
of 0.10% in overall colorectal cancer cases. With 12 and 24-month
recovery periods the predicted number of excess colorectal cancer
cases increased to 5,590 (0.14%) and 7,210 (0.18%), respectively. For all
three recovery scenarios, the impact of the disruption on the number of
excess colorectal cancer cases was largest in the first 5 years after the
disruption, but quickly attenuated after that.

In contrast, relative increases in colorectal cancer–related mortality
were greater. Depending on the length of the recovery period, the
disruption in preventive and diagnostic colorectal cancer–related
services was estimated to cause 4,190 (0.39%; 6 months recovery),
4,580 (0.43%; 12 months recovery) or 6,950 (0.65%; 24 months
recovery) excess deaths. The largest part of the excess deaths was
estimated to occur during the first 10 years after the disruption period,
after which the effect of the disruption diminished. From 2035 to 2040,
there are hardly any additional deaths.

Figure 2.

Cumulative excess colorectal cancer cases (A) and deaths (B) compared with a scenario without pandemic-induced delays over time for different recovery
scenarios.

Impact of Delays in Screening due to COVID-19 on CRC Outcome
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Impact on screening participation and colonoscopy demand
Without disruption in services due to the COVID-19 pandemic, an

estimated 15.1 million preventive colonoscopy and sigmoidoscopy
procedures would have been performed in 2020, and 0.6 million
diagnostic procedures. The COVID-19 pandemic was estimated to have
causedanaverage reductionof380,600 (30.3%) inpreventive procedures
and 400,900 (30.6%) in total endoscopy demand per disruption month
in 2020, regardless of the recovery scenarios evaluated.

The required number of additional colonoscopy procedures (from
here on including sigmoidoscopy) to catch-up delayed preventive
services decreased proportionally to the length of the recovery period

with an additional 590,100 permonth, 260,200 permonth and 108,500
per month, respectively, for a 6, 12, and 24-month recovery
(Table 1; Fig. 3). The required number of additional diagnostic
colonoscopies was 16,600 per month, 6,700 per month and 1,600 per
month. The total colonoscopy demand over 2020 to 2040 over time did
not increase, however.

Additional colonoscopies needed to prevent one death
Although the required number of additional colonoscopies due to

COVID-19 decreased proportionally to the assumed length of the
recovery period, the total number of excess deaths increased relatively

Table 1. Outcomes for the three base-case recovery scenarios and sensitivity analyses compared with a scenario without disruption.

Additional colonoscopies
per month of recoveryLength of

disruption
Severity of
disruptiona

Length of
recovery Preventiveg Diagnostich Excess cases Excess deaths

Additional
colonoscopies
needed per
month to
prevent
one deathi

No disruptionb 0 months 0 months None
Base case analysis

12 months Base-casec 6 months 590,100 (46.1%) 16,600 (33.2%) 3,810 (0.10%) 4,190 (0.39%) 180
12 months 260,200 (20.3%) 6,700 (13.3%) 5,590 (0.14%) 4,580 (0.43%) 66
24 months 108,500 (8.3%) 1,600 (3.2%) 7,210 (0.18%) 6,950 (0.65%) Ref.

Scenario analysis
6 month disruption 6 months Base-casec 6 months 478,700 (38.0%) 8,700 (16.2%) 1.310 (0.03%) 1,780 (0.17%) 146

12 months 230,300 (18.3%) 2,500 (4.5%) 2,930 (0.08%) 2,850 (0.27%) 84
24 months 100,000 (7.8%) -300 (-1.4%) 6,290 (0.16%) 4,430 (0.42%) Ref.

18 month disruption 18 months Base-casec 6 months 653,000 (51.4%) 13,500 (27.8%) 7,360 (0.19%) 6,040 (0.57%) 86
12 months 313,400 (24.7%) 3,900 (8.5%) 11,050 (0.28%) 8,090 (0.76%) 45
24 months 128,100 (10.0%) -100 (0.2%) 11,490 (0.29%) 12,270 (1.16%) Ref.

Lower severity of
disruption

12 months Lower 6 months 379,100 (37.9%) 9,800 (28.5%) 3,310 (0.09%) 3,290 (0.31%)f 157
12 months 165,000 (16.6%) 3,500 (11.2%) 3,970 (0.10%) 3,270 (0.31%)f 49
24 months 67,500 (6.7%) 600 (2.5%) 5,820 (0.15%) 5,330 (0.50%) Ref.

Higher severity of
disruption

12 months Higher 6 months 909,200 (70.7%) 23,500 (45.6%) 5,300 (0.14%) 5,070 (0.48%) 170
12 months 399,500 (31.1%) 9,700 (18.7%) 7,560 (0.19%) 5,800 (0.55%) 63
24 months 170,000 (13.1%) 2,400 (4.5%) 10,300 (0.26%) 9,530 (0.90%) Ref.

10% no catch-up 12 months Base-casec 6 months 561,600 (44.7%) 16,700 (30.1%) 10,290 (0.26%) 8,580 (0.81%) 82
12 months 238,800 (19.0%) 6,700 (12.4%) 13,780 (0.35%) 9,290 (0.88%) 30
24 months 91,500 (7.3%) 1,700 (3.1%) 19,330 (0.50%) 14,440 (1.36%) Ref.

Sensitivity analysis
5% lower screening
ratesd

12 months Base-casec 6 months 560,700 (47.0%) 16,200 (31.0%) 2,770 (0.07%) 4,300 (0.38%) 140
12 months 247,300 (20.7%) 6,600 (12.6%) 5,220 (0.13%) 5,030 (0.45%) 56
24 months 103,300 (8.7%) 1,700 (3.2%) 7,160 (0.18%) 7,660 (0.68%) Ref.

5% higher screening
ratesd

12 months Base-casec 6 months 612,000 (47.0%) 17,100 (30.1%) 2,780 (0.07%) 3,190 (0.32%) 162
12 months 237,500 (20.7%) 6,800 (12.2%) 5,670 (0.15%) 3,590 (0.36%) 26
24 months 113,900 (8.6%) 1,600 (2.9%) 7,240 (0.19%) 6,410 (0.64%) Ref.

Lower colorectal cancer
riske

12 months Base-casec 6 months 595,600 (46.4%) 15,800 (30.1%) 3,960 (0.12%) 3,830 (0.43%) 130
12 months 258,600 (20.1%) 5,300 (10.1%) 5,460 (0.17%) 5,230 (0.59%) 63
24 months 106,100 (8.3%) 1,400 (2.7%) 8,830 (0.27%) 7,720 (0.87%) Ref.

aSee Supplementary Table S1 for the severity of disruption levels.
bRequired capacity for the scenario without pandemic-induced delays was 15.1 million for preventive services and 0.6 million for diagnostic serviced. The model
predicted 3.9 million colorectal cancer cases and 1.1 million colorectal cancer–related deaths.
cThe base-case severity of disruption was calculated from literature.
dCompared with a no disruption scenario with 5% lower/higher background screening rates.
eCompared with a no disruption scenario with a lower colorectal cancer risk.
fThe number of excess deaths for the 6 and 12-month recovery period are probably similar, but due to random variation themodel estimatedmore deaths in case of a
6-month recovery period.
gScreening or surveillance procedures. Screening includes sigmoidoscopies and primary colonoscopies. Colonoscopy surveillance for patients with detected
adenomas was based on US guidelines.
hDiagnostic colonoscopies following a positive FIT or colorectal cancer symptoms.
iIncluding some sigmoidoscopies. Ratios were subject to more (random) variation than the number or denominator alone. Caution in interpretation.
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more strongly. Compared with the 24-month recovery scenario, a
shorter recovery period of 6 or 12 months therefore, resulted in 180
and 66 additional colonoscopies per month of recovery for each excess
death prevented, respectively.

Additional scenarios
For all three recovery scenarios, the excess colorectal cancer cases

and –related deaths, and the required additional preventive and
diagnostic procedures decreased if the length or severity of disruption
were reduced, and conversely, they increased with greater length or
severity of disruption (Table 1). The number of excess colorectal
cancer cases and –related deaths more than doubled if 10% of patients
whose procedure were delayed would never go back to screening.

The number of excess colorectal cancer cases was lowest for the
6-month disruption with a 6-month recovery period and highest for
the 10% no catch-up scenario with a 24-month recovery period.
Predicted excess colorectal cancer cases ranged from 1,310 to
19,330 (0.03%–0.50%), and predicted excess deaths ranged from
1,780 to 14,440 (0.17%–1.36%) depending on the assumptions.

The required additional colonoscopy procedures varied from 8.0%
when there was a 6-month disruption followed by a 24-month
recovery period, to 72.4% with a more severe disruption of 12 months
a 6-month recovery. The ACN for all scenarios was similar to the base
case scenarios, with the highest ACN for the 6-month recovery periods.

Sensitivity analysis
For all three recovery scenarios, the number of excess colorectal

cancer cases and –related deaths and required additional procedures
were similar with different background screening rates versus the base
case. Excess colorectal cancer cases and –related deathswere somewhat
higher in case of a lower colorectal cancer risk. The ACNwas robust to
both sensitivity analyses.

Discussion
In this study, we estimated the impact of disruptions in preventive

and diagnostic procedures for colorectal cancer due to the COVID-19
pandemic. We evaluated 6, 12, and 24-month recovery periods for

clearing the backlog to compare the balance in associated colonoscopy
requirements and colorectal cancer–related outcomes. The length of
the recovery period was directly related to the required number of
additional colonoscopies needed per month. The ACN to prevent one
death increased disproportionally if the recovery period was short-
ened, from66 to 180 for a recovery of 12 to 6months versus 24months.
Even if all missed procedures were caught up within 6 months, 4,190
excess colorectal cancer–related deaths were estimated to occur, due in
part to the excess of colorectal cancer cases. These results underscore
the importance of resuming and catching-up colorectal cancer screen-
ing and diagnosis services as quickly as possible.

Our work extends a previous CISNET analysis that highlighted how
COVID-19 delays may increase avoidable colorectal cancer–related
deaths in the US (9), by examining more realistic scenarios for the
severity of disruption based on observed declines in screening, alter-
native scenarios for the subsequent recovery period to clear the backlog
in procedures, and a longer impact projection horizon. As we know
today, the 6-month disruption assumed in our previous analysis is no
longer realistic. Although the overall magnitude of effect was similar,
these new estimates of impact are either smaller or larger, depending
on the assumptions regarding the length and severity of the disruption,
and the recovery scenarios. The impact with a disruption of 6 months
or with lower severity of disruption was in all cases smaller than in our
previous work. Conversely, the impact with a disruption of 18 months
was in all cases larger. In other scenarios, the impact depended on the
duration of the recovery period.

Several other studies have been published, which estimated the
impact of disruptions in colorectal cancer–related services due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. A study from Canada estimated 1,100–2,200
excess cases andþ0.48%–2.0% excess deaths due to delays in colorectal
cancer screening (16), which is similar order of magnitude as our
estimates. Larger impact estimates were found by a modeling study
from the UK (þ15.3%–16.6% deaths), in which screening was
completely suspended for 12 months and only urgent referral path-
ways to diagnosis were possible (7). Excess deaths were only defined
relative to a 5-year period and among patients diagnosed with colo-
rectal cancer, hence resulting in a smaller denominator and larger
impact estimates. Besides the increase in avoidable colorectal cancer

Figure 3.

Average change in preventive (A) and diagnostic (B) procedures bymonth during the disruption and recovery period comparedwith the scenariowithout pandemic-
induced delays. Preventive procedures include primary colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, and surveillance colonoscopy.

Impact of Delays in Screening due to COVID-19 on CRC Outcome
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cases and –related deaths, modeling studies showed that delays in
colorectal cancer–related services might also lead to a stage shift, with
an increase in advanced colorectal cancer cases (8, 17).

Our work can inform strategies to mitigate the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic or future crises and consider the need to invest
in capacity for colorectal cancer–related services. Although the
6-month recovery period resulted in the fewest excess deaths, it may
not be feasible to increase capacity by the required 46%, due to local
capacity constraints. A study reported that primary screening colo-
noscopy volume could be increased to 25.5 million, which would
suggest sufficient capacity nationally (13). Another study reported that
colonoscopy capacity could be increased by 57%. However, increasing
sigmoidoscopy capacity is not likely in the US given low reimburse-
ment for this procedure and declining availability (18, 19). It should be
noted that these are pre-pandemic estimates, with unclear geographic
distribution. Where a 6-month recovery period is not feasible, a
recovery period of 12 months should be aimed for. Although the
difference in excess colorectal cancer–related deaths between 6 and
12-month recovery periods was relatively small, a recovery period of
24 months almost doubled the number of excess deaths. This suggests
that the impact of suspending procedures is nonlinear and longer
delays might be even more harmful.

The balance between required resources and health impact of
delays should be weighed against those for other services. For some
conditions, delays in diagnostic services may have greater impact than
for other services, depending on the natural history of the disease. For
example, for breast cancer screening, which has no clear precursor
stage such as colorectal cancer, follow-up of positive mammograms
may deserve prioritization (9).

Compared with colonoscopy screening, FIT screening may be a
resource-efficient and effective strategy to reduce colonoscopy backlog
and its recovery time (20). A modeling study demonstrated that
offering FIT to part of the population that could not be screened with
colonoscopy due to the pandemic, resulted in a higher screening
participation and more colorectal cancer diagnoses in an earlier
stage (17). The potential benefits might be even greater if FIT uptake
could be increased beyond this, although follow-up with colonoscopy
of positive results would still have to be ensured in that case. Data also
illustrated that FIT rates during the COVID-19 pandemic remained
high (4). This suggests that recovery scenarios using FITmay provide a
more feasible strategy, than the scenarios evaluated in our study,
especially in settings with limited colonoscopy capacity and high
competing demands on clinical resources due to new COVID-19
waves. However, FIT-based screening is just one way of triaging
patients for colonoscopy. There are other ways to prioritize patients
based on their risk. For example, colonoscopies performed could
potentially be shifted away from low-yield colonoscopy indications,
such as diarrhea, toward colorectal cancer–related indications, making
recovery efforts more feasible.

Our work has some limitations. First, in our modeling we did not
prioritize individuals in order of original date of invitation, resulting
in long delays for some and shorter or no delays for others, although
intermediate delays of 2–6 months were most common. Next, we
considered primary screening and surveillance colonoscopy as one
outcome and did not stratify based on surveillance for high versus
low-risk adenomas. It is therefore unclear how backlog is distrib-
uted between the two and what their contribution is to the increased
colorectal cancer incidence and mortality. In our modeling, we did
not adjust for a higher other-cause mortality risk as a result of
COVID-19. This might influence our colorectal cancer incidence
and mortality estimates. Furthermore, there are other delays in the

colorectal cancer care continuum not considered here, most notably
delay in treatment after diagnosis. Although we assumed no such
delays, the modeled impact should be similar to that of delay in
colorectal cancer diagnosis.

The assumed screening patterns in our study were based on detailed
NHIS data from before the pandemic. We assumed that individuals
used the same mix of tests, and that only the overall rate of test
utilization decreased temporarily, to rebound after the recovery period.
Adherence rates could remain lower, for example, due to high unem-
ployment rates as a consequence of the pandemic (21). Some indivi-
duals may have changed from endoscopy-based to FIT-based screen-
ing to avoid coming to a medical facility. Finally, assumptions
regarding the length of delay in services or the severity
of disruption beyond September 2020 could not be directly
informed by real-world data. We therefore evaluated broad ranges
for assumptions regarding the length and severity of disruption to
quantify uncertainties.

Recent data from the Epic Health Research Network suggest that
colorectal cancer screenings from March 2020 to March 2021 were
25%down comparedwith historical baselines (22), consistent with our
average assumed base-case severity of disruption (26%). Diagnostic
rates in 2020 were also consistent with literature (20% vs. 21%; ref. 23).
However, a smaller decrease in colorectal cancer diagnosis of 8.7%was
found in a cohort study in Kaiser Permanente Northern California
patients (24), probably due to their high reliance on FIT screening, for
which utilization rates remained relatively high during the pandemic.
More recent data also show that screening rates were still lagging
behind in June 2021 (25). Rates may have also been affected by other
COVID-19 surges (omicron and delta) later in the year. This could
mean that the disruption period was longer and more impactful than
we estimated.

In conclusion, this study illustrated that the COVID-19–related
disruption in colorectal cancer screening anddiagnosis will likely cause
thousands of excess colorectal cancer cases and deaths in US alone in
years to come. Although the severity of disruption varied substantially
across different health care providers and across states (26), these
results point to the importance of catching-up the colorectal cancer
screening backlog as soon as possible.
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